A Day’s Schedule at...

Columbia County Prison – CCJ (PV Program)

0015  Count - informal
0300  Count - informal
0400  Wake up - morning kitchen workers
0545  Insulin lines escorted to medical
0600  Medication lines
0615  Breakfast meal commences
0730  Inmates lock-in
0745  Count - informal
0810  Formal count - Standing
0830  Housing Unit Dayroom/Yard out
0930  PV Groups
1130  Lunch meal commences
1230  Inmate lock-in and yard time
1245  Formal count - Standing
1300  PV Groups
1530  Inmates lock-in
1630  Count - informal
1730  Supper meal commences
1900  Inmates lock-in
1915  Formal count - Standing
1945  Housing Unit Dayroom/Yard out
1945  Medication lines
2200  Inmates lock-in
2215  Formal count - Standing